HEL-LEX 2

Plenarists:

Prof. Dieter Kastovsky, Chair of English Linguistics, University of Vienna;

Elizabeth Knowles, Publishing Manager, Oxford University Press;

Julie Coleman, Reader, Department of English, University of Leicester

Regular papers:

Bello Piñón, Nuria:
Code-switching in 18th century Scientific English: some considerations based on non-linguistic features

Cesiri, Daniela:
The evolution of terms for addressing the readership in Late Modern English cookery and gardening manuals

Calvo Cortés, Nuria:
The full story behind two rival or complementary expressions that have managed to survive in harmony till nowadays

Considine, John:
Seventeenth-century phraseologies of English

Crawforth, Hannah:
Francis Junius, John Milton and Early Anglo-Saxon Studies

Cser, András:
Purist tendencies in a comparative perspective

Diller, Hans-Jürgen:
Cognitive Semantics and Language Contact: the case of Old English mōd(ig)

Dury, Pascaline:
Synonymic variation in the 19th-century lexicon of petroleum

Fodor, Alexandra:
Diachronic dIFferences - a study of if from Old English to Present Day English

Goodland, Giles:
Antedating Shakespeare
Juvonen, Teo:
The History of the Julep: From “the wholesome julap, whose receat Might his diseases lingering force defeat” to “the quintessence of gentlemanly beverages”

Kaislaniemi, Samuli:
"Jurebassos" and "drogomen": The East India Company and Early Modern English words for 'interpreter'

Karpova, Olga and Averboukh, Konstantin:
Terminological Dictionaries to Shakespeare Works: New Approaches to Interpret Historical Texts

Kaunisto, Mark:
Rivalry between English adjectives ending in -ive and -ory

Kilpiö, Matti:
Should we regard the get passive as a Middle English development? Some evidence from the OED, MED and corpora

Kniezsa, Veronika:
Geography, History, Language Contacts: A Lexical Analysis of the Medieval street-names of the City of Lincoln

Liberman, Anatoly:
Etymology and Serendipity

Lowe, Katie:
Translation and transmission of Anglo-Saxon charter material

Makrányi, Zsófia:
From Lexical to Grammatical: Snapshots of the grammaticalisation of auxiliaries in the second half of the XVI. century

Marttila, Ville:
Mincing words: a diachronic view on English cutting verbs

McConchie, R. W.:
‘Propagating what the Ancients taught and the moderns improved’: The word-list and sources of George Motherby’s A New Medical Dictionary; or, a General Repository of Physic, 1775

Nevala, Minna and Hintikka, Marianna:
Cider-Wenches and High prized Pin-Boxes: Bawdy terminology in 17th- and 18th-century England

Podhajecka, Mirosława:
Historical Development of Lexicographic Genres: Some Methodological Issues

Robinson, Justyna A.:
Historical lexis in social context
Rodríguez-Álvarez, Alicia:  
Spanish loanwords in Early Modern English first-hand exploration accounts to South-America

Sánchez Riveiro, Víctor:  
Morphological Remarks on Derivation and Compounding: Noun-Formation in Modern English Scientific Texts

Scott, Maggie:  
'Als sib as seve and riddill': Anglo-Scottish linguistic relations and the revision of the Concise Scots Dictionary.

Solomonik, Tatyana and Tissari, Heli:  
“Putting the soul in a test tube”: Conceptual Metaphors of sawel/soul in the Paris Psalter and Shakespeare’s Works

Stein, Gabriele:  
Glimpses of the every-day world in some Renaissance dictionaries

Timofeeva, Olga:  
Victoriae numen: Old English military idiom in the Chronicle of Æthelweard

Tyrkkö, Jukka:  
The Physical Dictionary: The story of the first English medical dictionary

Vancil, David:  
Marketing of the Johnson miniature dictionaries

Vázquez González, Juan Gabriel:  
On soldiers turning into spectres: updating Old English lexicography by means of the Theory of Blended Spaces